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Stick Dog #7: Stick
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Stick Dog and his friends are always silly and are always
searching for food. When the adventurous pups spot some
unusual people in costumes, they set out to find out just what
is going on and to find the answer to to their constant question:
where can we find more food? A couple of little witches become
the dogs’ leaders, and the dogs sneakily follow them around the
neighborhood. The witches lead them right to special treats. The
Stick Dog crew never knew this sweet holiday could be so fun and
so delicious!
The Stick Dog series always guarantees a laugh and a smile. The
delightful doggies are always up for a tasty adventure. Young
elementary-aged children will not be able to get enough of Stick
Dog and his pup friends. This particular book is different and
special because it is based on the Halloween holiday. However,
this can be enjoyed all year long along with any other of the Stick
Dog books. This series makes reading fun!
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